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ABSTRACT
The response of the Kuroshio Extension (KE) to large-scale Rossby waves remotely excited by wind
stress changes associated with the 1970s climate regime shift is studied using a high-resolution regional
ocean model. Two ensemble simulations are conducted: The control run uses monthly climatological forcing
while, in the second ensemble, anomalous forcing is imposed at the model eastern boundary around 165°E
derived from a hindcast of decadal changes in subsurface temperature and salinity using a coarser-resolution
model of the Pacific basin.
Near the KE, ocean adjustment deviates strongly from the linear Rossby wave dynamics. Most notably,
the eastward acceleration of the KE is much narrower in meridional extent than that associated with the
incoming Rossby waves imposed on the eastern boundary. This KE acceleration is associated with an
enhanced potential vorticity (PV) gradient across the front that is consistent with the inertial western
boundary layer theory: the arrival of the Rossby waves at the western boundary causes the eastward current
to accelerate, leading to enhanced advection of low (high) PV water of subtropical (subarctic) origin along
the western boundary layer. The meridional dipole of PV anomalies results in a pair of anomalous recirculations with a narrow eastward jet in between. A three-layer quasigeostrophic model is used to demonstrate this inertial adjustment mechanism. Finally, transient eddy activity increases significantly and the
eddy momentum transport acts to strengthen the mean flow response. The result that ocean physical
response to broad-scale atmospheric forcing is large near the KE front has important implications for
fisheries research.

1. Introduction
The Kuroshio Extension (KE) or Kuroshio–Oyashio
Extension (KOE) region exhibits the largest variability
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on both mesoscale and interannual time scales in the
extratropical North Pacific Ocean (see Qiu 2002 for a
review). It has come to be recognized as a region where
ocean dynamics play an active role in low-frequency
variations in sea surface temperature (SST) as demonstrated by recent observational (Qiu 2000; Tomita et al.
2002; Scott and Qiu 2003) and modeling (Xie et al.
2000; Schneider et al. 2002) studies. SST variations in
this dynamic region affect local wind (Nonaka and Xie
2003) and heat flux (Tanimoto et al. 2003) at the sea
surface, and may further influence the atmospheric
storm track (Nakamura et al. 2004). Moreover, the
KE’s decadal/interdecadal variations affect some important fishery resources in the region (Sugimoto et al.
2001; Noto and Yasuda 1999).
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FIG. 1. (a) Decadal change in wind stress (vectors; N m⫺2) and
Ekman pumping velocity (dark shading: ⬎ 1 ⫻ 10⫺7 m s⫺1; light
shading: ⬍ ⫺1 ⫻ 10⫺7 m s⫺1 with contours at intervals of 1 ⫻ 10⫺7
m s⫺1) between the period 1966–75 and the period 1976–85 based
on NCEP–NCAR reanalysis. The domain of the regional OGCM
used in this study is also shown with a solid sector. (b) Decadal
change in subsurface temperature at 400-m depth (light shading:
⬎ 0.1°C; dark shading: ⬍ ⫺0.1°C with white contours at intervals
of 0.1°C) between the period 1972–78 and the period 1979–90
calculated from the basinwide coarse-resolution OGCM hindcast
by Xie et al. (2000). Mean subsurface temperature at 400-m depth
over both periods is shown in black contour with 1°C contour
interval.

The climate regime shift in the mid-1970s has received much attention and is characterized by enhanced
westerly winds over the central Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1a)
associated with a deepened Aleutian low. Oceanic response to the wind change of the regime shift has been
extensively studied (Deser et al. 1999; Xie et al. 2000;
Seager et al. 2001; Miller et al. 1998). Deser et al. discussed a westward-intensified spatial structure in decadal-scale temperature change at 400-m depth and
showed that it is consistent with the Sverdrup transport
inferred from wind stress curl change. A 4–5-yr delay of
the subsurface response to the wind forcing further supports that the linear baroclinic Rossby wave adjustment
is the primary mechanism for the westward-intensified
thremocline change (Schneider and Miller 2001). The
westward-intensified structure and the time delay in the
thermocline response are reproduced in hindcast experiments using ocean general circulation models
(OGCMs) (Miller et al. 1998; Xie et al. 2000; Seager et
al. 2001).
Despite the success of the Rossby wave theory to
explain the large-scale features of the oceanic response
to wind changes, it is interesting to note that observa-
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tional data or numerical models used in previous studies have rather too coarse horizontal resolutions to resolve sharp oceanic fronts in the region. For instance,
the Xie et al. OGCM at 1° resolution, which is the same
or better than that of many other OGCMs used in
North Pacific hindcasting, produces a rather broad
KOE around 35°–45°N (Fig. 1b). This contrasts with
fine structures observed in the region such as a doublefrontal structure, with the subarctic and Kuroshio Extension fronts located along 40°N and 35°N, respectively (Qu et al. 2001), and stationary meanders of the
KE front near Japan (Mizuno and White 1983; Niiler et
al. 2003).
Large low-frequecy SST variability is confined to
these narrow oceanic frontal zones (Nakamura et al.
1997; Qiu 2000). Nakamura and Kazmin (2003) documented decadal fluctuations in the axial position and
the strength of the North Pacific subarctic frontal zone
(NP-SAFZ) based on satellite and ship measurements
of SST. They reported a sharpening and northward
shift of the NP-SAFZ in the early 1990s so that the KE
and NP-SAFZ fronts were well separated from each
other during that period. Qiu (2003) found that the
intensity of the KE jet varies on slow time scales based
on an analysis of 10-yr-long TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P)
sea surface height (SSH) data. He succeeded in simulating large-scale SSH changes using a linear Rossby
wave model forced by observed winds, but the skill of
his hindcast is low near the KE front. This suggests the
importance of nonlinear dynamics in the KOE adjustment to changing wind.
The present study investigates the response of the
KE front to basin-scale wind changes in the North Pacific. Our primary interest is a qualitative understanding of dynamics (whether linear or nonlinear) relevant
to the KE front adjustment rather than a realistic hindcast of the past ocean state. Specific questions we wish
to address include the following: What is the meridional
structure of the KE front response to large-scale
Rossby waves remotely excited by the wind change,
and how do oceanic fronts adjust? Is the linear Rossby
wave theory sufficient to explain the response? If not,
what are the nonlinear mechanisms for the frontal response? Using a high-resolution regional OGCM that
reproduces the subarctic front and KE front quite realistically, we carry out experiments by imposing largescale temperature and salinity anomalies on the eastern
boundary to mimic the Rossby waves forced by basinscale wind changes in the 1970s. The choice of a regional model is to allow ensemble experiments to separate the forced response from the ocean internal variability (see section 2b). The model adjustment to the
large-scale baroclinic forcing turns out to be highly non-
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linear, characterized by the acceleration of the KE
frontal jet at a meridional scale much smaller than that
of the forcing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the regional OGCM and describes the experimental design. Sections 3 and 4 present the model
results, focusing on the transient and steady responses,
respectively. Section 5 discusses the mechanisms for the
model adjustment, while section 6 is a summary.

2. Regional OGCM experiment
a. Model
The regional OGCM used in this study is based on
the Princeton Ocean Model (POM), which solves
primitive equations with a turbulent closure scheme
(Blumberg and Mellor 1983). The model is configured
to cover the portion of the western North Pacific Ocean
roughly from 20° to 52°N, 125° to 170°E, as shown in
Fig. 1. The model employs the horizontal curvilinear
coordinate grids with varying spacing from 1/12° to 1/6°,
with high resolutions near Japan. There are 32 sigma
levels in the vertical.
The control run uses monthly climatological forcing
based on the Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983) wind
stress and heat flux calculated from the Comprehensive
Ocean–Atmospheric Data Set (COADS; Slutz et al.
1985). A weak restoring to the monthly Levitus (1982)
climatology is applied to SST and surface salinity. The
monthly Levitus data are also used for the restoring for
temperature and salinity at the lateral open boundaries
and in the Sea of Okhotsk. In addition to the thermal
forcing, inflow/outflow volume transports are imposed
at the lateral boundaries, which include a fixed Kuroshio inflow of 25 Sv (Sv ⬅ 106 m3 s⫺1) through Tokara
Strait at the western boundary and Oyashio inflow of 28
(18) Sv in winter season (the rest of the year) along the
Kuril–Kamchatka Trench at the eastern boundary. The
model is spun up for 20 yr from the resting Levitus
climatology, and the output for the first 10 yr is discarded.
Figure 2 shows the mean SSH climatology based on
the last 10-yr integration. The model captures the salient features of the KE, such as the narrow strong
Kuroshio taking a straight path (Kawabe 1995) south of
Japan, its separation from the coast of Japan at about
35°N, and a sharp KE front and its quasi-stationary
meanders along 34°N. Two prominent meanders
around 144° and 150°E are consistent with observations
(Mizuno and White 1983; Niiler et al. 2003).
The model has been successfully used for studying
the Oyashio water pathway in the KOE region (Mitsudera et al. 2004) and the interaction of mesoscale

FIG. 2. Mean SSH field averaged over the last 10 yr of a 20-yr
regional model control experiment. Contour interval is 0.1 m.
Contours with negative values are shown with dashed lines.

eddies and meandering Kuroshio south of Japan (Mitsudera et al. 2001; Waseda et al. 2002, 2003). Details
about the model configuration and its performance may
be found in Mitsudera et al. (2004).

b. Experiment design
From the end of the 10th year of the above 20-yr
integration, we conduct two sets of ensemble simulations. In the control run, the model is driven with
monthly climatological forcing as described above. In
the other ensemble simulation, we impose anomalous
lateral forcing at the model’s eastern boundary (forced
run hereafter), which is assumed to be caused by basinscale wind changes. We neglect both local wind stress
changes over the model domain and the volume transport change at the eastern boundary due to the barotropic response to the wind forcing. Furthermore, the
anomalous baroclinic forcing is kept constant in time at
the lateral boundary, once switched on, since we are
interested in ocean adjustment on decadal and longer
time scales. We employ these simplifications of the numerical experiment to isolate the KOE response to incoming baroclinic Rossby waves.
The anomalous lateral forcing for the regional model
is derived from the hindcast of the coarse-resolution
North Pacific basin OGCM of Xie et al. (2000). Figure
3 depicts decadal temperature anomalies at 165°E near
the eastern boundary of the regional model, obtained
by subtracting December–February mean during the
1968–76 decade from that during 1977–88. These two
decades are chosen based on the leading principal component of observed 50-m temperature anomalies in the
North Pacific (Deser et al. 1999). The subsurface temperature anomalies feature a dipole structure with
warm and cold anomalies in the subtropical and sub-
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FIG. 3. Meridional cross section at 165°E of decadal change in
temperature (light shading: ⬎ 0.1°C; dark shading: ⬍ ⫺0.1°C with
white contours at intervals of 0.1°C) between the period 1968–76
and the period 1977–88 calculated from the basinwide coarseresolution OGCM hindcast by Xie et al. (2000). Mean temperature averaged over both periods is shown in black contour with
1°C contour interval.

polar regions, respectively. These anomalies are the response of the basin OGCM to the decadal wind stress
change east of 165°E. Major anomalies are located in
the model mean thermocline (black contours in Fig. 3),
indicating that they are caused by the vertical displacement of the thermocline. In the western North Pacific,
the ocean response to wind stress forcing is dominated
by Rossby waves of the gravest barolinic mode, consistent with the observation (Deser et al. 1999) and previous numerical simulations (Miller et al. 1998; Xie et
al. 2000). In the buffer zone near the model eastern
boundary, these anomalies are added to the Levitus
climatology to form the reference fields toward which
the model temperature and salinity are restored. The
subsurface density anomalies imposed at the eastern
boundary of the model domain will excite baroclinic
Rossby waves, and the rest of the paper investigates
how the KE front responds to the incident Rossby
waves. Mesoscale eddy activity is high in this highresolution regional model. To increase the signal-tonoise ratio and extract the forced response, we increase
the anomalous temperature and salinity forcing on the
eastern boundary by a factor of 3. This exaggerates the
lateral forcing, but not too much since the basin OGCM
underestimates the subsurface anomalies by a factor of
2 compared to Deser et al.’s (1999) observations.
To separate the forced response from ocean internal
variability, each ensemble consists of ten integrations
with differing initial conditions prepared as follows.
First, a model snapshot is separated into large-scale and
mesoscale fields by taking the 10° zonal running mean
and subtracting it from the snapshot, respectively. Ten
mesoscale-eddy fields are extracted from the snapshots
at the end of the 11th to 20th years of the control spinup
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integration. Then, the resultant mesoscale fields are
added to the large-scale field at the end of 10th-year
control run to form the initial conditions for ensemble
simulations. Thus, these 10 sets of initial conditions
share the same large-scale field, free of biases in largescale fields that would result from model drift if the
initial conditions were just the 31 December snapshots
from the 11th to 20th model years. In the control ensemble, each integration lasts for 10 yr using 1 of the 10
sets of initial conditions. The forced ensemble is the
same as the control ensemble except that the eastern
boundary forcing is switched on at the beginning and
kept constant during the 10-yr integration. This initialvalue problem approach, while unrealistic, offers insights into forced ocean adjustment. The analysis of the
solution after the model has reached a statistically
steady state is useful for understanding the ocean response to slow-varying wind forcing on decadal and
longer time scales.

3. Transient response
We first examine the transient response to the sudden onset of anomalous eastern boundary forcing. Figure 4 shows the evolution of ensemble and annual mean
SSH differences between the control and the forced
ensembles for the first 3 yr. Immediately after the lateral forcing is imposed, the geostrophic adjustment to
the subsurface density anomalies quickly sets up meridional SSH gradients along the model eastern boundary (Fig. 4a). Then the anomalies on the eastern boundary propagate westward into the model interior as baroclinic Rossby waves, filling the model domain by the
end of the third year (Figs. 4b,c). Figure 5 shows longitude–time sections of ensemble mean SSH difference
at 29° and 39°N—latitudes that cut through the centers
of the dipole SSH anomalies south and north of the KE,
respectively. Phase speeds of the westward propagating
signals are 0.021 m s⫺1 at 39°N and 0.053 m s⫺1 at 29°N,
as estimated from the constant phase lines in Fig. 5.
These values are quite comparable to the phase speeds
of the first baroclinic mode Rossby waves derived from
T/P altimetry observations (Qiu 2003; Fu and Chelton
2001).
The transit time for the baroclinic waves to cross the
model domain is about 2 yr at 29°N and 2–3 yr at 39°N.
Despite a slower phase speed at 39°N than at 29°N, the
transit times at both latitudes are almost the same because of a shorter distance from the model eastern
boundary to the Japanese coast at 39°N. Thus, we consider the model in a quasi-steady state for the last 5 yr
of integration. The westward propagation of the forced
response is not uniform in the zonal direction. At 29°N,
the linear propagation may be traced up to 145°E and
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becomes unclear farther to the west. This suggests that
mesoscale eddies might mask out the forced signal and/
or some nonlinear mechanism becomes important in
the western basin. In fact, the recirculation, a feature
due to nonlinear dynamics, cuts across the 29°N latitude around 145°E (Fig. 2). The weak decay of SSH
anomalies toward the west may be due to horizontal /
vertical mixing in the model.
We note that significant SSH anomalies appear near
the Japanese coast at year 1, long before the arrival of
the baroclinic waves induced by the eastern boundary
forcing (Fig. 4a). The exact cause of these anomalies in
the far west is unclear but may be due to a number of
factors. First, the ocean internal variability is strong
near the coast, which may contaminate the forced response. Another possibility is the interaction between
baroclinic and barotopic modes. Although no anomalous volume transport is imposed at the eastern boundary, barotropic Rossby waves, which propagate much
faster, could be induced by anomalous baroclinic forcing.

4. Steady response
a. KE front

FIG. 4. Ensemble and annual mean of SSH difference fields
(forced minus control case) for (a) first, (b) second, and (c) third
year after the anomalous forcing is imposed. Contour interval is
0.02 m with light shading: ⬎ 0.04 m and dark shading: ⬍ ⫺0.04 m.

Figure 6a displays ensemble and temporal mean SSH
difference similar to Fig. 4, but averaged over the 6th to
10th year after the anomalous forcing is imposed, a
period during which the model has reached a steady
state as discussed in the previous section. The most
distinct feature in this difference field is the strengthening of the KE front: SSH difference contours are
concentrated in a narrow latitudinal band between 33°
and 34°N, as opposed to a smoother field near the eastern boundary where the lateral forcing is applied. The
KE front intensification is better illustrated by the
zonal current velocity difference at 50-m depth (Fig.
6b), with a strong eastward acceleration along 33°–
34°N. The difference field is constructed using a total of
50 yr of model simulation from both the control and
forced ensembles. Considering that the time scale of
ocean mesoscale eddies is mostly shorter than 180 days
(e.g., Ebuchi and Hanawa 2000), we estimate that there
are (Ncontrol ⫹ Nforced ⫺ 2) degrees of freedom, where
Ncontrol ⫽ Nforced ⫽ 100. A student’s t test puts most of
the SSH difference field above the 95% significance
level (shown with light shading in Fig. 6a).
Figures 6c–d compare zonal averages between the
model interior (142.5°–163°E: solid lines) and eastern
boundary (dashed lines). The zonal averaging is done
over five quasi-stationary waves along the KE in the
SSH difference (section 4b) and is nearly free of their
influence on the statistics. While the imposed forcing is
quite smooth near the eastern boundary, the ocean dy-
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FIG. 5. Longitude–time section of ensemble mean of SSH difference fields in meter (forced minus control case) at (left) 29° and (right)
39°N. Scale of shading is shown in the bottom of each panel. A constant phase line of the westward-propagating SSH difference is also
shown in each panel.

namics organizes the SSH response to form sharp gradients at 32°–34°N. The contrast between the interior
response and the lateral forcing is more striking in the
zonal velocity at 50 m (Fig. 6d). In response to a broad
eastward acceleration imposed near the eastern boundary, anomalous currents are organized into several jets
with alternating directions. While the imposed eastward acceleration is 9° wide in latitude, the major
anomalous eastward jet is much more intense and considerably narrower, only 3.5° in width. Centered near
the KE front (33°–34°N), this major jet exists continuously from the Japanese coast to the eastern boundary
and is the focus of this study. While not discussed further here, we note a minor eastward jet in Figs. 6b and
6d farther to the north at 37.5°N, which might be related to the Oyashio front that is not fully developed in
the control run (Fig. 2). For reasons not clear at this
time, a high-resolution (0.1°) global OGCM on Japan’s
Earth Simulator captures this Oyashio front’s interannual variability quite well (M. Nonaka 2004, personal
communication).
In addition to the narrow acceleration of the KE cur-

rent, the latitude of the maximum zonal current shifts
slightly southward in response to the imposed lateral
forcing (Fig. 6e). This KE southward shift appears to
be consistent with Deser et al.’s (1999) observations
that the geostrophic transport is intensified along KE’s
southern flank from the 1970s to 1980s (their Fig. 10).
Recently, Joyce and Dunworth-Baker (2003) analyzed
hydrographic data for two periods, 1945–75 and 1976–
98, that span the regime shift. They found negative
dynamic height anomalies, as well as negative anomalies of temperature and salinity along the KE axis in
the second period, indicative of a southward shift of
the KE.

b. Stationary meanders
Stationary eddies are superimposed on the KE acceleration in the SSH difference map (Fig. 6a), all of them
significant at the 95% level. Figure 7 compares the
SSH ⫽ 0.7 m contour line, a geostrophic streamline
taken to represent the KE axis, between the control and
forced ensembles. The first trough of the KE’s stationary meanders east of Japan deepens while the subse-
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FIG. 6. (a) Ensemble and temporal mean (over 16th–20th years) of SSH difference fields (forced minus control case). Contour interval
is 0.02 m with light shading: ⬎ the statistical confidence level of 95% and dark shading: ⬎ that of 99%. (b) As in (a) but for the 50-m
zonal velocity. Contour interval is 0.03 m s⫺1. Meridional profiles of (c) zonally averaged ensemble and temporal mean SSH difference,
(d) 50-m-depth zonal velocity difference, and (e) 50-m-depth zonal velocity. Temporal means are taken over the 16th–20th years. In
(c) and (d) solid lines show the zonally averaged profiles over the interior domain of the regional OGCM (142.5°–163°E) whereas
dashed lines show profiles at 167°E near the eastern boundary of the regional OGCM. In (e) the solid line shows the forced case and
the dashed line shows the control case.

quent ridges and troughs shift consistently eastward,
leaving significant negative SSH anomalies at 150°,
155°, and 160°E. A close look indicates an increase in
stationary wavelength east of the first trough in the
forced ensemble. This is consistent with the stationary
Rossby wave theory in an eastward flow (e.g., Mizuno
and White 1983), which predicts the wavelength L as
L ⫽ 2公UⲐ␤,

共1兲

where U is the background zonal velocity and ␤ is the
meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter. Taking

the zonal background velocities as 18 cm s⫺1 for the
control and 21 cm s⫺1 for the forced run (Fig. 6e) and
␤ ⫽ 1.89 ⫻ 10⫺11 m⫺1 s⫺1, Eq. (1) gives about a 0.5°
increase in the wavelength, roughly in agreement with
the model result.

c. Transient eddies
Here we examine transient eddies and their response
to incoming Rossby waves. Transient eddies are defined as the deviation from ensemble and monthly
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FIG. 7. Ensemble and temporal mean (over the 16th–20th years) of SSH difference fields
(light shading: ⬍ ⫺0.04 m and dark shading: ⬍ ⫺0.08 m). Also drawn are the 0.7-m contour
lines of ensemble and temporal mean SSH for the forced case (solid) and the control case
(dashed).

mean values. The anomalies are further decomposed
into low- and high-frequency components by using a
recursive-type high-pass filter with the half-power cutoff period at 300 days.
Figure 8 shows the root-mean-square (rms) variance
of SSH in the low- (upper panels) and high- (lower

panels) frequency bands. Low-frequency variance features two major maxima south of Japan at 135°–140°E
and to the southeast over the first stationary meander
of the KE, respectively. These maxima are associated
with the changes in the Kuroshio’s path south of the
Japan. Variability in these two centers of action is cor-

FIG. 8. Rms SSH [(left) the forced ensemble and (middle) the control ensemble] and (right) difference between the forced and the
control case. (top) Low-frequency component (longer than a year) and (bottom) high-frequency component (less than a year). Color
bar is shown below the lower-middle panel for the rms SSH and below the lower-right panel for the rms SSH difference. (left), (middle)
Mean SSH and (right) its difference contours are superimposed.
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FIG. 9. Decadal change in zonal current at 52.5 m averaged over the western North Pacific (141°–161°E) between
the period 1972–78 and the period 1979–90, calculated from the coarse-resolution OGCM simulation (Xie et al.
2000). Unit in cm s⫺1. (b) Decadal change in Ekman pumping velocity averaged over the central to eastern Pacific
(160°E–140°W) between the period 1966–75 and the period 1976–85 based on NCEP–NCAR reanalysis. Unit in
10⫺7 m s⫺1.

related with each other: when the Kuroshio south of
Japan takes a southern path (large meander: Kawabe
1995), it tends to overshoot and separate from the Japanese coast farther to the north (not shown). In addition
to these major maxima near Japan, low-frequency variance is high along the KE. Similarly, the high-frequency
variance reaches a meridional maximum along the KE
front. In addition, there is a “storm track” along the
southeast flank of the recirculation where the highfrequency variance is high. Anticyclonic eddies that
travel southwestward in this slanted storm track sometimes trigger large meanders of the Kuroshio (Mitsudera et al. 2001; Waseda et al. 2002, 2003).
In the forced ensemble, transient eddy activity is visibly elevated along the KE front in both frequency
bands compared to the control (Fig. 8, right panels), a
change consistent with increased baroclinicity due to
the KE acceleration. There is no significant change in
the high-frequency storm track on the southeast flank
of the recirculation, by contrast, perhaps because of
little changes in this part of the recirculation.

5. Discussion
This section discusses possible mechanisms for the
narrow acceleration of the KE current in the forced
ensemble. First let us consider the linear Rossby wave
adjustment, which leaves the ocean in Sverdrup balance
upon its passage:
Ug ⫽ ⫺

f
␤

冕

⭸we
dx,
xE ⭸y
x

共2兲

where Ug is the vertical-integrated zonal transport, f is
the Coriolis parameter, we is the Exman pumping velocity, x is the zonal coordinate, and xE its value at the
eastern boundary of the ocean basin. According to Eq.
(2), the meridional scale of Ug is the same as that of the
wind forcing we, which is generally of the large scale
associated with the atmospheric Aleutian low. In Xie et
al.’s (2000) coarse-resolution OGCM, this linear Sverdrup relation is indeed dominant (Fig. 9). While having
not configured a low-resolution of the regional OGCM,
we suspect that its behavior is close to that of Xie et al.’s
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FIG. 10. Time–latitude section of the difference in the ensemble means of zonal mean u velocity at 50-m depth
(color shade with color bar at bottom; unit in m s⫺1) and SSH (contours with 0.02-m interval). The zonal average
is taken over 159°–163°E. Tick marks on the abscissa indicate the end of model years. The axis covers first 5 yr after
the anomalous forcing is imposed.

OGCM and follows the Sverdrup dynamics. The broad
eastward acceleration takes place in the latitudinal
band of 28°–38°N between the we extrema. In our regional model domain without local wind anomalies, Eq.
(2) requires Ug ⫽ U0, where U0 is the zonal velocity
imposed on the eastern buffer zone of the model.
Therefore, the linear Sverdrup theory does not explain
the narrow acceleration of the KE simulated in our
high-resolution regional model.1 Some mechanisms
other than the linear theory are thus necessary.
To see how the narrow acceleration of the KE front
current is established in time, we show in Fig. 10 a
latitude–time section of the differences in SSH (contour) and zonal velocity at 50 m between the forced and
control ensembles, zonally averaged over one stationary wavelength near the model eastern boundary. The
KE acceleration (in 33°–35°N) takes place in two
stages. The first stage occurs in the first year, with SSH
anomaly contours nearly equally spaced at 30°–35°N in

1
This is true only for steady-state response. The same linear
dynamics allow narrow zonal acceleration in response to broadscale wind forcing that varies in time (e.g., Qiu 2003), because of
varying phase speed of Rossby waves in the meridional direction.

association with a broad and moderate acceleration in
the eastward current. It appears to be associated with
the passage of the barolinic Rossby waves with possibly
some feedback from eddies. The second stage takes
place in the second year, and the KE jet is further accelerated with several SSH anomaly contour lines moving from 31°–32°N northward to form a sharp front
around 34°N. This delayed KE acceleration might be
due to the anomalous gyre that is spun up after the
boundary-forced Rossby waves have arrived at the
western boundary, a mechanism the rest of this section
explores.

a. Spinup of the inertial boundary current in a
quasigeostrophic model
First, we use a three-layer quasigeostrophic (QG)
model (see appendix for its description) to demonstrate
the concept of the inertial boundary current adjustment
in response to wind changes. The experimental design
for the QG model is the same as that for the regional
OGCM. First we force the QG model with an Ekman
pumping forcing
we ⫽ W0 sin

y
for ⫺ L ⱕ y ⱕ L,
L

共3兲
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FIG. 11. (a) Mean first-layer streamfunction in the control run from the QG model. Temporal mean is taken over 2 ⬍ t ⬍ 3. (b)
Mean first-layer PV in the control run. (c), (d) As in (a), (b) but for the difference between the DF run and the control run. The regions
where the amplitude of the forcing is doubled are lightly shaded in (c)–(d). (e) The mean first-layer zonal current difference (solid line)
zonally averaged over the western half of the domain. Anomalous Sverdrup zonal-mean zonal current profile calculated by anomalous
Ekman pumping forcing is shown in dashed line.

where 2L is the meridional width of the model domain.
This wind forcing gives rise to a symmetric double-gyre
circulation with the intergyre boundary at y ⫽ 0 (Fig.
11a). In the control run the magnitude of Ekman pumping velocity is chosen to be W0 ⫽ 3 ⫻ 10⫺6 m s⫺1 over
the whole basin. In the second run (DF run hereafter),
the wind forcing is doubled in the eastern half of the
basin while remaining the same in the western half.
While the QG approximation and the symmetric
double-gyre forcing are an oversimplification of the
North Pacific circulation, the model seems adequate for
a qualitative demonstration of how a broad-scale forcing can lead to narrow jets.
We use the time means for 2 ⱕ t ⱕ 3 to represent
the steady state, where  ⫽ 2.38 yr is the time for the
baroclinic Rossby wave to cross the basin (appendix).
The first-layer streamfunction for the control run (Fig.
11a) shows a familiar double-gyre circulation, with a
pair of recirculations on both sides of the gyre boundary in the western basin. Between the recirculations is a
narrow intense eastward jet as an extension of the western boundary currents, analogous to the KE. Figure 11b
shows the potential vorticity (PV) in layer 1, featuring
a pair of PV maximum and minimum to the north and
south of the western boundary current (WBC) extension, respectively, reminiscent of inertial circulation derived by Fofonoff (1954). In a purely inertial limit, the

PV is conserved along the streamline, and the advection of low (high) PV water from the subtropics (subarctic) causes a deficit (excess) in PV south (north) of
the WBC extension, which induces negative (positive)
relative vorticity and the anticyclonic (cyclonic) recirculation (Cessi et al. 1987).
In response to the doubling of the wind forcing in the
eastern basin, besides a broad-scale adjustment in the
Sverdrup gyres, the recirculations intensify in the western basin at a shorter meridional scale (Fig. 11c). As a
result, the WBC extension accelerates, forming a narrow anomalous jet in contrast to a much broader eastward acceleration inferred from the Sverdrup dynamics
(Fig. 11e). This nonlinear response of the WBC extension is analogous to our regional OGCM response to
broad-scale lateral forcing on the eastern boundary.
Figure 11d shows the PV difference between the
forced and control runs of the QG model. The PV front
on the boundary of the subarctic and subtropical recirculations intensifies, with positive and negative PV
anomalies north and south to the WBC extension, respectively. These PV anomalies, in turn, are a result of
intensified PV advection from the western boundary
layer. Thus, the Rossby waves excited in the eastern
basin trigger nonlinear interaction of the WBC extension, its PV advection, and inertial recirculations. The
resultant spinup of the recirculations features narrow
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anomalous zonal jets with a meridional structure that
differs strikingly from the imposed broader-scale wind
forcing.

b. PV adjustment
Now we examine the PV adjustment in the regional
OGCM and see if similar PV anomalies appear. In the
z coordinate, PV is defined as
Q⫽

f ⫹  ⭸
,
 ⭸z

共4兲

where  is the relative vorticity and  is the density. In
the isopycnal coordinate, the Bernoulli function ⌫()
represents the geostrophic streamfunction. Here we use
an approximate form (e.g., Rothstein et al. 1998),
⌫共兲 ⫽ 0 g ⫹ g

冕

0

z共兲

关 ⫺ 共兲兴dz,

共5兲

where  is SSH.
Figure 12 shows the ensemble and temporal mean of
the Ertel PV and Bernoulli function on the 26.4 
surface. In both the control and forced ensembles, there
is a sharp PV front along the KE, much as in the QG
model. There is a distinct band of PV maximum north
of the front with PV decreasing rapidly to the south.
There is a well-defined anticyclonic recirculation south
of the KE front, apparently consistent with the PV distribution. The PV front strengthens in the forced ensemble, as illustrated by the PV difference from the
control. While the anomaly pattern is somewhat complicated, PV generally decreases south of the front, consistent with the enhanced advection of low PV water of
subtropical origin by the intensified KE.
Because of large variability around the KE front, the
Eulerian mean may have resulted in a too-diffused PV
front. This motivates us to average PV on a stream
coordinate by following the KE axis, which is defined as
the maximum zonal current velocity for each longitude
at each time step. Averaged in this stream coordinate,
the PV front indeed becomes much sharper than that in
Eulerian coordinates, with a well-defined maximum to
the north (Figs. 12d,e). South of the front, a PV minimum is visible at some longitudes (e.g., 140°–150°E),
presumably due to the advection by the Kuroshio and
its extension. Furthermore, strengthening of the PV
front and PV reduction south of the KE become more
visible than in the Eulerian framework. The PV adjustment and its similarity to the QG model response leads
us to suggest that the narrow eastward acceleration of
the KE current in our regional OGCM is part of the
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response of the inertial recirculation to incoming
Rossby waves.
This hypothesis remains to be tested with more detailed PV diagnostics. While the PV dynamics for the
ocean have been studied in QG models (e.g., Holland
et al. 1984) and there are several attempts at PV analysis in multilevel OGCMs (Nakamura and Chao 2001;
Gille 1997), a PV diagnostic framework that is easy to
use and with better interpretive power, such as the
Eliassen–Palm flux and its variants for atmospheric diagnosis, needs to be developed for better understanding interaction of inertial currents and eddy feedback in
ocean level models as well as in observations.

c. Eddy feedback to the mean flow
We now turn our attention to transient eddy feedback to the mean flow. Figure 13a shows the Reynolds
stress, 具u⬘⬘典, at 50-m depth for the control run. Here
the prime denotes eddy components defined as deviation from the ensemble and monthly mean, and the
bracket designates ensemble and temporal mean for
the last 5 yr of the integrations. Along the path of the
Kuroshio south of Japan and its extension, positive and
negative centers appear alternately: negative around
137°E, positive downstream hugging the south coast of
Japan, negative at the first crest of the KE stationary
meanders, and positive around 147°E east of the first
trough. Except for the first negative center that might
be associated with Kuroshio transient meanders, the
具u⬘⬘典 pattern in the control run is very similar to that
estimated from the altimetry observations (Plate 8b of
Ducet and Le Traon 2001 and Fig. 9b of Niiler et al.
2003), which coincide with a period when the Kuroshio
south of Japan experiences very few large meander
events.
Farther downstream, 具u⬘⬘典 tends to be positive and
negative south and north of the KE current, respectively. Figure 13b shows the zonal-mean Reynolds
stress convergence in the control run. The maximum
eddy acceleration corresponds well to the KE (Fig. 6e),
indicative of a positive feedback onto the mean current.
This tendency is in agreement with previous studies
based on sparse observations (e.g., Tai and White
1990). The meridional momentum transport 具u⬘⬘典 is
not the only major term, but the zonal transport 具u⬘2典 is
equally important for the tendency of the zonal current
as pointed out by Ducet and Le Traon (2001).
Figure 13c displays zonal-mean Reynolds stress convergence difference between the forced and control ensembles. Again, it shows good correspondence to the
anomalous currents in the time mean (gray line redrawn from Fig. 6d), with positive peaks at 33°–34°N
and 37°–38°N and negative peaks at 35°–36° and 39°N.
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FIG. 12. Ensemble and temporal mean (16th–20th years) of PV on the isopycnal of 26.4  averaged on (a)–(c)
the fixed coordinate and (d)–(f) the stream coordinate (unit of the y axis is degree from the KE jet): (a), (d) the
control run, (b), (e), the forced run, and (c), (f) their differences. Color bar at the bottom of (e) applies for (a), (b),
(d), and (e), and color bar at the bottom of (f) applies for (c) and (f).

Thus, transient eddy transport momentum acts to
strengthen the time-mean currents, but the importance
of this eddy feedback needs to be evaluated in future
studies relative to other terms in the momentum equation. Again this calls for developing a systematic and
insightful diagnostic framework for eddy–mean flow in-

teraction in continuously stratified oceans, a task that is
beyond the scope of this study.
Regarding the eddy–mean flow interaction and the
narrow acceleration of the KE current, it is interesting
to note that similar scale reductions take place in the
atmosphere as well, in response to global-scale forcings.
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FIG. 13. (a) Reynolds stress 具u⬘⬘典 at 50-m depth (shading) and mean SSH (contour) in the control run. Eddy
components of current velocity are defined with respect to the ensemble and monthly mean climatology. The
bracket designates ensemble and temporal mean for the last 5 yr of the integrations. (b) Zonal mean of the
Reynolds stress convergence averaged over 142.5°–163°E in the control run. The dashed and dotted lines are
variance and covariance components, respectively, and the solid line shows their summation. (c) As in (b), but for
the difference between the forced run and the control run. The zonal current velocity at 50-m depth averaged over
142.5°–163°E (solid line in Fig. 6d) is redrawn for reference.
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For example, several modeling studies have shown that
the atmospheric response to increased greenhouse
gases and orbital-induced changes in solar radiation is
organized into annular mode–like patterns, with narrow anomalous zonal jets (Hall et al. 2005 and references therein) as a result of wave–mean flow interaction (Jin et al. 2004, manuscript submitted to J. Atmos.
Sci.).

6. Summary
The KE’s response to large-scale Rossby waves excited by the anomalous lateral forcing is studied using a
high-resolution regional OGCM, with an ultimate goal
of understanding the KE variations following the 1976/
77 regime shift. After lateral forcing is imposed at the
model’s eastern boundary, baroclinic Rossby waves
emanate from the boundary and propagate westward at
phase speeds comparable to those derived from satellite altimetry observations (Qiu 2003; Fu and Chelton
2001). In the steady state, the KE intensifies, leaving a
narrow anomalous eastward jet of a meridional width
much smaller than that of the lateral forcing. The narrow acceleration and a slight southward shift of the KE
are broadly consistent with historical observations of
the 1970s climate regime shift (Deser et al. 1999; Joyce
and Dunworth-Baker 2003). Associated with the KE
acceleration is an increase in the wavelengths of KE
quasi-stationary meanders, a response consistent with
the stationary Rossby wave theory. The transient eddy
activity is also visibly elevated, and the momentum flux
associated with these eddies is to strengthen the mean
flow response.
The linear Sverdrup theory does not explain the narrow acceleration of the KE current. The KE acceleration is associated with enhanced PV gradients across
the KE front with decreased PV to the south. This PV
adjustment seems consistent with inertial western
boundary current theory: as Rossby waves arrive at the
western boundary, the resultant broad acceleration of
the eastward current increases the advection of low PV
water of subtropical origin via the western boundary
layer, lowering the PV south of the KE. The negative
PV anomalies result in the spinup of an anticyclonic
recirculation and a narrow eastward jet on its northern
flank. Results from a simple QG model experiment
demonstrate this inertial mechanism, displaying a narrow eastward acceleration between a pair of spunup
recirculations that encircle significant PV anomalies.
Decadal/interdecadal swings of North Pacific winds
take broad scales in the meridional direction, scales
determined by planetary-scale atmospheric dynamics.
Our study suggests that, in response to this broad wind

forcing, major physical changes of the western North
Pacific, in current velocity, temperature, and salinity,
take place on a much narrower meridional scale along
the KE front. Analysis of a multidecadal hindcast using
a 0.1° high-resolution global OGCM seems to confirm
this result (M. Nonaka 2004, personal communication).
Major mode waters form in the KE region (Suga et al.
1997), which may play an important role in the dynamical response to decadal wind forcing in the subtropical
gyre through changes in their paths (Kubokawa and
Xie 2002; Hosoda et al. 2004). It remains to be seen how
important the remotely forced KE response is compared to changes in local fluxes for mode water variability. The KE front is a region of great importance for
fisheries (Noto and Yasuda 1999), and the fishery implications of the meridional confinement of physical
changes to ocean fronts need to be studied.
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APPENDIX
The QG Model
The model used in section 5a is a three-layer quasigeostorophic model with the following governing equations:

冋

⭸⌿j ⭸
⭸ ⭸⌿j ⭸
⫹
⫺
⭸t
⭸x ⭸y
⭸y ⭸x

再

ⵜ2 ⌿j ⫺

册

冎

f 20
⭸⌿j
共2⌿j ⫺ ⌿j⫺1⫺ ⌿j⫹1兲 ⫹ ␤
g⬘Hj
⭸x

⫽ ␦1,j

f0we
⫹  ⵜ2共ⵜ2 ⌿j兲U,
H1

共A1兲

where t is the time, x and y are the eastward and northward coordinates, respectively, ⵜ is the horizontal differential operator, ⌿j is the streamfunction in the jth
layer ( j ⫽ 1, 2, 3), with ⌿0 ⫽ ⌿1 and ⌿4 ⫽ ⌿3, ␦i,j is the
Kroneker delta, Hj is the thicknesses of the jth layer,
and g⬘ is the reduced gravity. The layer thicknesses are
chosen as H1 ⫽ 200, H2 ⫽ 400, and H3 ⫽ 4400 m. The
reduced gravity is chosen as g⬘ ⫽ 0.15 m s⫺2, which
gives a Rossby radius of deformation for the first baroclinic mode 1 ⫽ 50 km at 35°N with the layer depths
given above.
The QG model has a rectangular basin of 2.5L ⫻ 2L
in longitude and latitude (L ⫽ 1500 km). The model
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uses the Laplacian-type diffusion [Eq. (A1)] with the
eddy viscosity  ⫽ 540 m s⫺2. Nonslip condition is applied for lateral boundaries. The grid size is chosen to
be ⌬x ⫽ L/100 ⫽ 15 km, and there are two grid points
in the Munk viscous layer, ␦m ⫽ 公 /␤. The time for
the first baroclinic-mode long Rossby wave to cross the
basin is given by  ⫽ 2.5L/c⬃2.38 yr, where c ⫽ ␤21 is
the phase speed.
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